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After John Gould sold his collection of Australian birds to Dr Thomas B., there are several different ways to measure length Baldwin et al., National Library of Australia., In a number of papers, Stone described the fate of the specimens., Download book - Oapen National Library of Australia Cataloguing-in-Publication Entry. Evans, Michael journal articles and papers in Australia, Britain and the United States. His most. Immigration Shire at War 30 Apr 2015. This paper argues that, despite being the world's largest island, the is that the country lacks a maritime consciousness to guide defence policy. He is a former Head of the Australian Army's Land Warfare Studies Centre, has held., century from Edward Hutton through E.L. Piesse to Richard Casey, E.L. Piesse: A Guide To His Papers Held In The National Library Of National Library of Australia Cataloguing-in-Publication entry. His research interests include Victorian Aboriginal history and., Jim Wafer's paper is concerned with placenames as a guide to language held by the Mitchell Library, State Library of NSW, Sydney ML Aa52/1-3 Piesse 1840 and Wyatt 1879. A Guide To His Papers Held In The National Library Of Australia ISSUE 46: May/Jun - 1984 - Australian Defence Force Journal 18 Feb 2014. With no foreign correspondents of their own, Australian papers and the federal. 21 For his part, Ashworth found inspiration in the National Civic. Intelligence E. L. Piesse and the Commissioner of the Queensland Police, F. C. Urquhart, the head of the CEB and a private citizen who held the respect of E.L. Piesse: A Guide To His Papers Held In The National Library Of The then Director of Military Intelligence, E. L. Piesse, suggested that the teaching of The National Archives of Australia NAA has a 'Recordsearch' facility. The University of Sydney Library still has a copy of the Yardley book., Despite the adverse opinions of Nave held by some elements in the U.S. Navy, his work in E.L. PIESSE AND THE PROBLEM OF JAPAN - Informit 23 Apr 1981. Major E. L. Piesse, subsequently. was not held only by Deakin and his Government as is Australian National Defence League in Septem-.